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Report of the Vice-President Communications, AUS Council,
November 8th, 2017
I. Francophone Commission
Met with the francophone commissioners on October 31st! We mainly discussed
events for the rest of the semester. The first one is going to be a La Banquise
night with the conversation circles because many of them like poutine.
The second event is schedules for November 29th with a speaker who is going to
recite traditional Quebec holiday stories. We are just handling the logistics of this
event such as room, timing etc. and the event will drop soon!
Just want to advertise conversation circles more, working on posters and other
social media promoting strategies.
II. Fine Arts Council
Met with FAC last week and this week. We went through all the applications for
fall funding and deciding allocations.
Fall funding answers will drop soon.
III. Marketing Committee
Met with marketing committee on November 1st. Gave members their logins for
different social media outlets and are getting them to run it to advertise events. If
you want something advertised, please let me know and I’ll relay the info.
Next meeting is November 15th and by discussion and recommendation of group,
we want to expand the committee and create positions so going to keep the
applications open!
IV. Speaker Series
Theme is officially selected and it is Intersectional Empowerment! Ms. Bourassa
has been confirmed on January 26th. Finishing up the letters to send to different
offices to invite speakers.

Shoutout and thanks to Arts Rep Chan gave an amazing list of speakers to reach
out to so drafting up their letters as well.
V. Miscellaneous
• Just going through the process of hiring another photographer
• Been working with our videographer on projects
• Met with translator for a check in and develop a more efficient way to
translate everything sent in for the listserv

Respectfully submitted,
VP Communications Maria Thomas

